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New particles formation experiments have been conducted in
the experimental multiphasic atmospheric simulation chamber
(CESAM) smog chamber. The nucleation events generated during the dark ozonolysis of sabinene were monitored using a neutral
cluster and air ions spectrometer in the size range 0.8–42 nm under
simulated atmospheric conditions. The measurements show that a
significant amount of pre-existing clusters exist in the 1–2 nm size
range even in very clean controlled conditions. Numerical modeling
experiments indicate that a range of 9–67% of pre-existing clusters
can explain, through activation by organic vapors, the number of
new particles formed when sabinene is oxidized, with an increasing contributing fraction for increasing condensable vapor concentrations. These findings suggest that atmospheric simulation
chambers backgrounds have to be carefully characterized for their
sub-3-nm neutral cluster concentration content before nucleation
parameterizations can be derived.

1.

INTRODUCTION
By acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), aerosol significantly impacts the Earth radiative budget through the socalled aerosol indirect effects (Twomey 1974; Albrecht 1989).
The number of new particles formed in the atmosphere by nucleation may contribute significantly to the total number concentrations burden and CCN concentrations at the global scale
(Spracklen et al. 2006, 2010; Merikanto et al. 2009). Condensable organic gases are strongly suspected to participate to new
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particle formation (NPF), at least in the early stages of growth
(Fiedler et al., 2005; Laaksonen et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2008).
However, the contribution of organic to the nucleation process itself still has remains unclear. Among volatile organic
compounds, the terpene family is known to significantly contribute to the total fine particle burden from the local to the
global scale (Pandis et al. 1991; Griffin et al. 1999; Kanakidou
et al. 2005). Monoterpenes (C10 H16 ), in particular α-pinene,
β-pinene, sabinene, and limonene account for 40–80% of the
overall terpene emission on a global scale, when isoprene is excluded. Their potential relevance as precursors of new particles
has also been showed by different studies based on simulation chamber experiments and field measurements (Koch et al.
2000; Bonn et al. 2002; Rohr et al. 2003; Bonn et al. 2008).
However, the nucleation events and the early steps of particles
growth, which are commonly observed in the “seed-free” experiments are not well understood. Indeed, the critical concentrations needed to lead to nucleation for the least volatile products
observed in these experiments are rarely reached. Authors have
considered as possible candidate transient species (Lee and Kamens 2005) while some others (Metzger et al. 2010) invoke the
formation of sulfuric acid-organic critical clusters. Thus, considerable uncertainty remains about the existence and significance
of nucleation in chamber experiments.
A major factor behind this persistent activity is a lack of
data on particles below 10-nm diameter in chamber studies.
A few experiments have reported on particles as small as the
detection limit of conventional condensation particle counters
(CPCs), but even this small size is much larger than the initial
nuclei. Only recently have instruments been developed that enable measurements of sub-3 nm particles with sufficient time
resolution to probe the rapid changes in the size distribution that
occur during nucleation events. Recent ambient measurements
underline the critical importance of measurements (Sipilä et al.
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2010; Jiang et al. 2011; Kuang et al. 2011). In the present work,
we investigate the NPF derived from the sabinene ozonolysis in
a laboratory smog chamber with a special focus on the nanoparticles background.
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2.

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Cluster Measurements
Recently, Mirme and Mirme 2011 developed a NAIS (i.e.,
neutral air ion and cluster spectrometer). This instrument, which
has been extensively used for field measurements (Boulon et al.
2010, 2011; Manninen et al. 2010), provides charged and total particle size distribution (PSD) measurements from 0.8 to
42 nm in NTP-conditions. According to Asmi et al. (2009), the
neutral particle measurements below 3 nm are not reliable at low
particle concentrations. In the neutral mode, the NAIS uses a
corona discharge to charge the atmospheric particles population
to equilibrium. Doing so, it also produces a charged sub-3-nm
cluster population. The internal production of these cluster ions
is variable in time and strongly depends on environmental conditions. Therefore, the reliableness of sub-3 nm particles measurement is questionable especially in clean environments. In
contrast, sub-3 nm cluster concentrations in chamber experiments may well be high enough, and background variability low
enough to enable quantitative measurements of these small particles. Indeed, the number concentration of newly formed particles may exceed by far the usual sub-3 nm cluster population
produced within the instrument due to corona effect (the term
“self-produced” will be used hereafter to qualify those particles
produced by a process peculiar to the NAIS). In consequence,
a NAIS has been used to perform nanoparticles measurements
from 0.8 to 42 nm in the CESAM chamber. It was connected to
the simulation chamber using a 38-mm internal diameter copper
pipe. Sampled air was drawn to the instrument at a flow rate of
60 lpm.
2.2. Simulation Chamber Experiments
Dark ozonolysis experiments of sabinene were carried out in
the CESAM simulation chamber in a dry atmosphere (RH <
1%). The CESAM simulation chamber has been described in
(Wang et al. 2011). It is made of stainless steel and has a 4.2-m3
volume that allows a mixing time lower than a minute (∼45 s
according to Wang et al. [2011]). The smog chamber is initially
filled with 80% of N2 and 20% of O2 . However, due to the high
sampling flowrate of the NAIS, the chamber is continuously refilled by N2 from a liquid nitrogen tank. All injection tubing is
R
; thus, preventing ions from being introduced
made of Teflon
in the chamber. One of the consequences of the refill procedure
is that the N2 :O2 ratio is a function of time. To avoid variation
in the carrier gas composition, all the 26 experiments were conducted according to a very strict protocol. For all experiments,
the chamber pressure and the ozone-mixing ratio at the time
of injection were kept unchanged (1000 hPa, O3 = 100 ppb,
N2 :O2 = 8.5 ± 0.4) while different initial terpene concentration

was injected (from 10 to 90 ppb). PSD for charged and neutral
particles, were obtained with a time resolution of 2 min from
NAIS measurements during a total reaction time of 40 min, in
which the monoterpene was consumed by nearly 100%. In order to provide very clean conditions, the chamber was cleaned
prior to each experiment using high ozone concentrations (few
ppm) following by a strong vacuum of 10−7 atm to enhance wall
material desorption.
2.3. Chemicals
Sabinene was purchased from Interchim (Montluçon,
France). All runs were conducted in a synthetic air produced
R
,
from the mixture of ca. 200 mbar of O2 (Air Liquide

R
Alphagaz class 1) and ca. 800 mbar of nitrogen produced
from liquid nitrogen kept at a pressure between 5 and 20 bar.
This nitrogen source is economic but moreover it is virtually free
from low volatility trace gases as it is freshly produced from the
evaporation of N2 which temperature ranges between 90 and
110 K (depending the tank pressure). Nevertheless, it must be
indicated the nitrogen flow produced exhibits a contamination
of carbon monoxide ranging from 0.1 to 1 ppm. Samples collected by passing this gas mixture through sorbent tubes were
thermally desorbed into a gas chromatograph/mass spectrometry system for trace species analysis. No other significant contaminant was detected. Furthermore, the tubings between the
tank and the chamber were always overpressurized to minimize
any possible contamination from possible leaks. Additional experiments were performed replacing the nitrogen source with
R
R
, Alphagaz
class 1).
cylinders (Air Liquide
3.

RESULTS

3.1. Smog Chamber Background
Both charged and neutral particle formation were monitored
by the NAIS. Previously to the terpene injection, the ion background concentration was in average 133 ± 34 #.cm−3 and
166 ± 30 #.cm−3, respectively for positive and negative ions,
which is in the low range of production by galactic cosmic rays
(1100−4300 cm−3 assuming an equilibrium ion-pair concentration and in absence of any losses except ion–ion recombination
and a production rate ∼2−30 #. cm−3.s−1), confirming that no
ions were introduced in the system. During NPF events, the
contribution of the charged fraction was measured to be lower
than 1% suggesting that no ion-induced reactions were involved.
Consequently, only results involving neutral particle will be presented in the following.
Surprisingly, a sub-3 nm cluster population was detected
inside the chamber at high concentrations during the whole
duration of the experiments. Aware of the Asmi et al. (2009)
warning about NAIS neutral sub-3 nm cluster “self-produced”
population, we produced by the NAIS for a given thermodynamical conditions set could be estimated by in stalling a filter
in-between the smog chamber sampling outlet and the NAIS
inlet thus filtering the air sucked by the instrument. The analysis
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ters observed in the 1–2 nm range in the simulation chambers
was truly representative of the chamber background. In addition,
it is important to note that the experiments were conducted over
two years, depending on the smog chamber availability, and that
those clusters were detected during each experiments along the
whole “experimental campaign.”

FIG. 1. Total particle size distribution measurements during sabinene ozonolysis (sabinene = 30 ppb and ozone = 100 ppb) without filter (upper panel) and
using a particle filter (bottom panel). The sabinene injection is indicated by the
black dotted line. (Color figure available online.)

of the fraction of particles which are still detected by the
instrument, provide the number of “self-produced” particles due
to the corona effect inside the NAIS. The filter was built using
gas-mask filters (MSA, “Advantage 200” P3) since their porosity allows for high flow rates such as the one needed for NAIS
measurements. Filtered experiments were conducted both in
blank conditions (N2 + O2 and O3 ) and connected to the outlet of the CESAM chamber during a full ozonolysis experiment
(Figure 1, lower panel). From ambient measurements, we calculated that the efficiency of such a filter on the PSD is on average
95% of charged particles concentration and 76% of the total
particles (charged and neutral) concentration. The lower apparent filtering efficiency for total particles is due to the NAIS
internal production of sub-3 nm ions during the neutralization
phase (Asmi et al. 2009). Hence, for (T, P, RH) conditions of the
ambient experiment (respectively 8.4 ± 0.9◦ C, 945 ± 0.5 hPa,
and 63.7 ± 4.5% RH), the sub-3 nm particles generated inside
the instrument was estimated to be respectively for positive and
negative analyzer ∼2350 ± 200 and ∼5600 ± 640 #.cm−3. A
recent paper by Manninen et al. (2011) shows that the number
and chemical composition of such ions is strongly influenced
by the carrier gas composition. To evaluate this effect, we also
conducted filtered experiment during a full sabinene ozonolysis
experiments (Figure 1, lower panel). These measurements provide an upper limit for the NAIS cluster “self-production” of 52
± 4.8 × 10+03 #.cm−3. This value is statistically identical to the
one found using the same filtering set-up but without sabinene
injection, suggesting that the volatile organic compounds do
not contribute to increase the instrumental signal noise through
homogeneous nucleation inside the instrument. The estimated
sub-3 nm “self-production” value can then be compared to the
total cluster concentration measured in the CESAM chamber at
the beginning of each experiment: 230 ± 70 × 10+03 #.cm−3
on average. As this value is significantly higher than the “selfproduced” cluster population we had to conclude that the clus-

3.2. New Particle Formation Events
An example of a NPF event is reported on Figure 1 (upper
panel). The observed nucleation events present a similar shape
to the one observed in the nature, the so-called “banana shape.”
As already mentioned, we also observed a sub-3 nm cluster
population present at high concentrations throughout the experiments. For each NPF experiment, we have calculated the 3 nm
particle formation rate (J3 , in such experiments J3 ≈ dN3nm /dt).
The potential impact of the pre-existing clusters on the
NPF events was first investigated by analyzing the their impact on the formation rate J3 for different condensable vapor
concentration. This values are reported in Figure 2. The impact of the pre-existing cluster population is not obvious since
the data set for a given injected sabinene concentration is not
extensive.
However, for a given condensable vapor concentration, an
increase in the pre-existing cluster concentration seems to enhance the 3 nm particle formation rate. Although this conclusion

FIG. 2. Variation in the calculated 3 nm particle formation rate according to
the condensable vapor concentration and the pre-existing cluster population.
(Color figure available online.)
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is based on very few data, it suggests that the pre-existing cluster contribution might be stronger at lower condensable vapor
concentrations. In order to infer whether or not observed preexisting clusters play a role in our experiments, NPF numerical
simulations were performed. Simulations where conducted to
answer the following question: “Assuming there is not homogeneous nucleation from sabinene oxidative products, how many
pre-existing clusters are needed to explain such NPF events?”
3.3. Numerical Simulation
The NPF events were simulated using a simplified version of
the M7 model (Vignati et al. 2004) developed for such experiments. This simple model, named M4-NPF, works as follow:
given an initial cluster population source rate and condensable
vapor concentration the model computes the evolution of the
PSD according to condensation and coagulation processes from
M7. In these simulations, we assumed (1) that only one “mean
compound” is condensing on a pre-existing seed population,
(2) the newly formed aerosols are not assumed to be liquid but
viscous or solid (in agreement with Virtanen et al. 2010; Koop
et al. 2011; Vaden et al. 2011), (3) aerosols are spherical. Also,
the model is physical based only which mean that no molecular interactions from the chemical nature of compounds were
accounted for. Consequently, from assumption 2, the evaporation term of the condensation equation becomes negligible.
Hence, no surface tension risky estimation from the capillarity approximation is needed. Furthermore, in this context, the
sticking coefficient is restricted to be a simple proportionality
constant accounting for the effective quantity of vapor available
for condensation. In this work, we supposed that this coefficient
is equal to unity. Thus, from all those assumptions, it comes that
we assume the growth to be a non-equilibrium process. This
later point have been recently studied and is supported by the
work of Perraud et al. (2012).
Particles are considered soluble and neutral and are distributed over 5 size bins (0–3; 3–10; 10–30 nm; 30–100 nm,
and above). The condensable vapor molecular mass and

FIG. 3. Simulated total particle size distribution (upper panel) and concentration (bottom panel) of a sabinene ozonolysis (sabinene = 30 ppb and ozone =
100 ppb). The data are represented in black squares while the simuation output
is the black line. (Color figure available online.)

concentration are respectively derived from the work of Müller
et al. (2009) and from growth rates calculated according to
the procedure of Nieminen et al. (2010). The vapor diffusion
coefficient was derived using the methodology proposed
by Poling et al. (2001). Constrained by the measured total
particle concentration, the model outputs the optimal cluster
population needed to explain the observed growth and particle
concentration (Figure 3). For sabinene concentration greater
than 30 ppb, the growth transient is very fast and the particle
size reaches the upper detection limit of the NAIS very quickly.
Consequently, the numerical simulations were conducted on
the smallest concentrations (i.e., 10 and 30 ppbv). We compare
the fraction of activated clusters found by the model for 10 and
30 ppbv experiments with similar measured pre-existing cluster
concentration, respectively 2.2 and 2.0 × 10+05 #.cm−3. It was
estimated that the fraction of activated clusters was 57% for 30
ppb experiment while the fraction falls down to 15% when 10
ppb sabinene is injected. We found that the simulation results
are highly sensitive to the vapor properties (mass, diffusion
coefficient) and taking into account this sensitivity, the optimal
cluster activated fraction for 10 and 30 ppb experiments are
respectively 17 ± 8% and 56 ± 10%.
4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Sabinene dark ozonolysis experiments were conducted in the
CESAM smog chamber. NPF events derived from those chemical reactions were detected and monitored using a NAIS. Even
though the smog chamber was conscientiously cleaned before
experiments, high number concentration of neutral sub-3 nm
particle (230 ± 70) × 10+03 #.cm−3 were measured within
the chamber. It is also important to note that those experiment
were conducted over two years thus the contamination hypothesis can be rejected. A direct correlation between pre-existing
cluster concentrations and number of particles formed during
the experiments were not shown to be obvious from direct measurements due to our restricted dataset. However, concentrations
of pre-existing clusters are so high that there is the possibility
that only of fraction of them are activated to new particles when
condensable vapors are produced. This fraction is dependant
on the condensable vapors available for condensational growth.
This hypothesis was tested using numerical simulations. NPF
simulations support the assumption that those pre-existing clusters may contribute to NPF in smog chamber experiments since
heterogeneous nucleation on a fraction of those clusters can account for the observed events. The optimal cluster concentration
was found to vary between 9% and be 66% of the concentrations
derived from NAIS measurement, depending on the condensable vapors available. However, these results are not excluding
the possibility the pre-existing clusters are not participating to
the NPF formation at all, and that nucleation is still occurring in the chamber from the sabinene oxidation products only.
Moreover, we were not able to clearly identify the origin of the
observed cluster population and cross testing procedure using
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different instruments are needed to further discuss the clusters’
origin. Despite this, our results suggest that the smog chamber
background should be accurately investigated prior performing
nucleation and growth experiments. Indeed, those pre-existing
cluster might introduce a bias in our understanding of the first
steps of the NPF by by-passing the homogeneous nucleation
process during nucleation experiments. Therefore, we suggest
to perform such sub-3 nm background measurement on different
smog chambers using different instrumental techniques to clarify the potential origin and impact of such clusters on nucleation
studies.
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